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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

THE FOREWORD OF
 
MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

1. Listen to Reason! The Mental Powers of this presentation are 
The Mental Powers of Absolute Nature called NOOPOOH (pronounced 
NOO-POO). This correct information prepares the Reader to under
stand the books entitled "INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE OF NATURE" al 
so written by AFROO OONOO, The Philosopher and Messenger of The 
Original Creator of The Universes known as NoopooH. NoopooH indeed 
is Sound Right Reason, Pure Intelligence, and Resurrectionist of 
THE MENTAL DEAD. The mental dead are all persons who do not really 
know enough Ethereal Knowledge about Positive Nature to keep them
selves mentally alive enough by Reason to practice The Laws of Na
ture and adhere to The Nature Knowledge given in Nature Science, as 
this mental liberation news demonstrates. Sound Right Reason also 

is called NINE-REASON, and Nine-Reason is NoopooH -- The Sunlight 
of Mentality in The Positive. The Numher Nine (9) represents The 
Positive in Universe Existence and The Number Six (6) is THE OPPO
SITE. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

2. Listen to Reason! The Existence of Eternal Nature is divided 
into time periods called CYCLES by Universe Scientists. These Cy
cles of Absolute Nature are networks of natural laws and energies 
which cause all Matter of Nature to change for better or worse in a 
circular manner, completing phases of circular changes as Time pro
gresses, and those completed phases are known as CYCLES OF NATURE. 
To put it another way: The Cycles of Nature are similar to the time 
numbers on the face of a clock, and The Laws and Energies of Nature 
are the hands of the clock that turn and complete The Cycles, and 
are thereqy parts of The Cycle Network. Let it be remembered well! 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

3. Listen to Reason! Form One (1) and Form Two (2) in this para
graph show circles divided into four equal quarters by perpendicular 
and horizona1 lines. Like Planet-Earth has four seasons and cycles, 
All Existence called Infinite-Eternal Nature does likewise have four 
major seasons and cycles. But, whereas Mother Earth's seasons and 
cycles are measured in days, months, and years, Absolute Nature's 
seasons and cycles are measured in thousands, millions, and billions 

CYCLE 

9 

1-----~4:...+.....1-----1 6 

CYCLE~ 3~'"'-

FORM TWO 
CYCLES OF NATURE 

6 

MOON 

6 

9 

AUTUMN SUMMER 
6 1- 3=-+...:2=- --i 

4 I 
WINTER SPRING 

of years, when Almighty Nature is considered as a whole. The two 
circles in. this paragraph are the same, and they show the sequence 
numbers (1-2-3-4) which are the order in which the four equal quar
ters exist one degree at a time. This circle is called THE CIRCLE 
OF EXISTENCE or THE EXISTENCE CIRCLE, because: It rep~esents All of 
Nature (All Existence) one degree at a time. Let it be remembered! 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

4. Listen to Reason! Form One in the preceding paragraph shows 
the four major seasons of Almighty Nature which are similar indeed 
to those of THE SHORT-TERM ZODIAC found in The American English 
Dictionary. But this circle is a seven-hundred-and-twenty-degree 
(720°) circle symbolizing All Existence (All of Nature) and turning 
counterclockwise (opposite to the hands of a clock) and existing 
one degree at a time. The Spring Season and first quarter of this 
circle are The Revolution Cycle; The Summer Season and second quar
ter are The Origination Cycle; The Autumn (Fall) Season and third 
quarter are The Dorigination Cycle, and The Winter Season and also 
fourth quarter are The Evolution Cycle. Moreover, The Form-One 
Circle shows very clearly that the epoch period known as EVOLUTION 
by scientists is only ONE QUARTER (one fourth) OF THE ·WHOLE TIME 
CIRCLE, and knowing this is important because we never hear any 
thing about the other three quarters of Time and activities of The 
Existence Circle. Let it be remembered always and let it be known. 

5. Listen to Reason! The point is this: What this Writer is at
tempting to establish in THE FOREWORD of this composition is thus-
Where all persons, places, and things are existing on The Circle of 
Existence right now and the time it is for what activities, mental
ly, spiritually, and physically. For instance, DORIGINATION (de
cline) of the third quarter of The Existence Circle is the mental, 
spiritual', and physical processes of gradually undoing what ORIGI
NATION (rise) of the second quarter did, and REVOLUTION (reverse of 
Evolution) of the first. quarter is the mental, spiritual, and phy
sical processes of slowly undoing what EVOLUTION (Evil Lotion) did, 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

and the present time is THE BEGINNING OF THE REVOLUTION QUARTER AND 
CYCLE. Note that point three (3) of The Circles in paragraph three 
(3) of this topic is at THE ROCK BOTTOM of The Circles and at the 
foot of the vertical lines. POINT 3 SOUTH on THE CIRCLE OF EXIS
TENCE is where every person, place, and thing exist right now at 
the time of this writing and moving counterclockwise in circular 
changes. The immediate time left of the vertical line at the bot
tom of The Circle and represented by a dot (see Form Two in para
graph 3) is THE MOON CYCLE slated to last six thousand years, ac
cording to Universe Annals and Science. On THE LONG-TERM ZODIAC 
(bottom half of The Circle in Form Four which is in paragraph eight 
of this topic), The Virgo Cycle of Absolute Nature is the last 3 

million (3,000,000) years of The Evolution Cycle, and The Moon Cy
cle is the last six thousand (6,000) years of The Virgo Cycle and 
Evolution Cycle. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

6. Listen to Reason! Also, according to Universe and Nature Sci
ence, The Libra Cycle of the long-term Zodiac of Nature is indeed 
the first three· million (3,000,000) years of The Revolution Cycle, 
and THE SUN CYCLE (see Form Two in paragraph 3 of this topic), re
presented by a dot on the right side of the vertical line at bottom 
of The Circle, is the first six thousand (6,000) years of The Libra 
and Revolution Cycles. The Sun and Moon of our Solar System surely 
are NATURAL OPPOSITES in Absolute Nature in this part of our Uni
verse, because The Sun represents Life and The Living and The Moon 
represents De~thand The Dead,mentally, spiritually, and physical
ly. The main points this Writer needs to get across to the Reader 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

and Listener alike in this foreword topic follow: WHERE all persons 
and places plus things are right now on The Circle of Existence and 
WHAT TIME IT IS according to the timetable of universe annals known 
as THE LONG-TERM ZODIAC. Where we all are right now is POINT THREE 
(3) SOUTH on The Existence Circle, and what time it is, is definite
ly the change from The Moon Cycle (The Cycle of Forgiveness and also 
Mercy) of The Virgo Cycle to The Sun Cycle (The Cycle of Balance and 
Justice and Judgment) of The Libra Cycle. So, the Writer of this 
booklet (Afroo Oonoo) calls this change of cycles by Almighty and 
Absolute Nature, "MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE," for 
the title of these writings. The Moon-Setting and Sun-Rising in The 
Nature of Nature mean: It is MENTAL RESURRECTION and MENTAL LIBERA
TION TIME. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

7. Listen to Reason! 
of The Circle of All 

FORM THREE 
THE CIRCLE 

OF ALL EXISTENCE 

Form Three in this paragraph is another form 
Existence, and in THE ADVANCED BOOKS known as 

INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE OF NATURE, which 
this booklet prepares the Reader for, The Ex
istence Circle is called THE SMAT CIRCLE OF 
ORDER. The other circles shown in this fore
word topic are various forms of The Smat Cir
cle of Order, likewise. The Nine (9) in the 
top half of this circle symbolizes The Origi
nal and Primary Creator NOOPOOH (pronounced 
NOO-POO), and the Six (6) in the bottom half 
emblemizes The Evolutionary and Secondary 
Creator ZOOPOOH (pronounced ZOO-POO). The 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

bottom half of The Circle is The Counterworld and Opposite of the 
tpp half. The top half is a circle of 360° and the bottom half is 
likewise 360°, because the halves are different worlds, different 
time zones, and different states of mind, for the top half (9) is 
Life and The Living, and the bottom half (6) is Death and The Dead. 
The two halves exist at opposite times, and The Circle exists one 
degree at a time, and that one degree is ALL EXISTENCE (All of Na
ture) making a one degree circular change in ALL MATTER of Almighty 
Nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

8. Listen to Reason! THE LONG-TERM ZODIAC, as shown in this para
graph in Form Four, is not an imaginary line of longitude and lati-

FORM FIVETOP HALF: 
THE NOOP 

FORM FOUR BOTTOM HALF: 

THE ZOOP 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

tude some place in the sky; instead, it is THE ANIMAL WORLD which is 
THE BOTTOM HALF of The Existence Circle, and in Universe Language, 
this World of Animals is called THE ZOOP instead of THE ZODIAC. It 
is true, whereas The Zoop is the bottom half of The Circle of Exis
tence, THE NOOP is the top half as shown in Form Five of this para
graph. Both The Noop and Zoop are pronounced like they are spelled: 
NOOP and ZooP. Like Form Two. in paragraph 3 of this topic, note 
that there are two dots in Form Four at the bottom of The Circle. 
The left dot denotes THE MOON CYCLE at the end of The Virgo Cycle, 
and the right dot denotes THE SUN CYCLE at the beginning of The 
Libra Cycle, where every person, place, and thing existing definite
ly are right now at the time of this writing, and this is why it is 
MENTAL RESURRECTION TIME, so that The Existence Circle can go back 
up toward better standards and qualities of life instead of The Uni
verses starting to disintegrate at point 3 of The Existence Circle. 
Let it be remembered always and let it be kriown! 

9. Listen to Reason! Like The Noop, there are also twelve (12) 
signs of The Zoop (Zodiac), and these long-term signs (cycles) last 
for three million (3,000,000) years each. One degree of The Circle 
is a time duration of one hundred thousand (lOO~OOO) years, and The 
Existence Circle of Order has seven hundred and twenty (720) dots or 
degrees -  360 for Life at top half of The Circle and 360 for Death 
at bottom half. The bottom half (The Zoop, The Zodiac) is ANIMALS 
and their WORLD, and the top half (The Noop) is GODS and GODDESSES 
and their WORLD; and remember, The Circle exists only one dot or de
gree at a time, and that one degree is ALL OF ABSOLUTE NATURE making 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

a one degree circular change in ALL MATTER of Almighty Nature, and 
moving countercl~ckwise degree by degree and eventually completing 
The Whole Circle of All Existence back at the point where 'The Circle 
begins -  POINT 3 (see Form One in paragraph 3). The Noop is indeed 
represented by parts of THE HUMAN PERSON instead of animals like The 
Zoop (The Zodiac) has, and The Number 999 of The Noop, as shown in 
Form Four of paragraph 8 of this topic, stands for Nine Power and 
Mentality in Space; Nine Power and Mentality in Matter,andNine Pow
er and Mentality in Time, and the same holds true for The Number 666 
of The Zoop. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

10. Listen to Reason! Whereas the main purposes of this booklet 
are to impart some vital knowledge to the Reader and Listener like
wise and prepare him and her for more advanced knowledge called -
INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE OF NATURE -  also written by Philosopher 
Afroo Oonoo, the main purposes of this FOREWORD CAPTION are to dis
close the knowledge of where we all are right now on THE UNIVERSE 
TIMETABLE called THE LONG-TERM ZODIAC (The Zoop) and what mental 
and spiritual activities should be going on at this time. This Writ 
er repeats: Where we all are on The Circle of All Existence is at 
POINT 3 (see Form One in paragraph 3 of this topic) at ROCK BOTTOM 
of The Space, Matter, and Time (SMAT) Circle and the time is surely 
The Mental Resurrection and Mental Liberation Time, so that the Ex
istence Circle ca~ go back upward in standards, qualities, and val
ues of Absolute Nature on the right side of The Circle from rock 
bottom. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

11. Listen to Reason! The Writer knows this question will arise 
and it should: How can we tell or how do we know that we all are at 
POINT 3 on The Circle of Existence? All scientists like anthropolo
gists, archeologists, and geologists know that Nature (including Its 
peoples) has been in The Evolution Cycle for millions of years, and 
that mankind's evolve and activities act as a measuring meter on the 
progress of Evolution. Taking this fact into consideration, we get 
The Black Race (The Ethiopian Race), The Brown Race (The Phoenician 
Race), The Red Race (The Indian Race), The Yellow Race (The Mongoli
an Race), and The White Race (The Caucasian Race), respectivelY,that 
is, in the order given here. The blacker a person is by Nature the 
more original that person is by color. Thereby, The Caucasian Race, 
being white or representing the color white, is the last stage of 
the evolution of mankind. Furthermore, there are four major stages 
of Ethereal Science, namely, Noone, Noponoone, Pantheism, and Relig
ion, and religion is the last evolutionary stage of Ethereal Philos
ophy. Moreover, Ether Spirit has many stages and levels, and the 
last four stages down through Evolution are Six-Ether Spirit, Five
Ether Spirit, Four-Ether Spirit, and Three-Ether Spirit. Let it be 
remembered always and let it be known! 

12. Listen to Reason! Three-Ether Spirit is the last evolutionary 
stage of Ether Spirit by Nature and this includes The Spirit Gods 
and Goddesses of The Universes. Three-Ether Spirit is GHOST SPIRIT, 
and Ghost Spirit called OSIRIS (Creator of Religion) is The Last 
Spirit Ruler of The Evolutionary Cycle before The Advent of Nine 
Mentality known as NOOPOOH who must push and pull The Circle of Ex-
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

THE FOREWORD CONTINUES 

istence upward on the right side toward better and higher standards, 
values, and qualities in Absolute Nature, provided it is not time 
for The Universes to start disintegrating at Point 3 Rock Bottom, 
where all persons, places, and things are existing right now at this 
writing. In addition, mankind itself now has the capacity, ways and 
means to make Planet Earth uninhabitable (non-livable) for all phys
ically living beings and is literally raping and destroying Mother 
Earth inside and outside and polluting and contaminating the atmos
phere surrounding Her. This can not conti~ue indefinitely, if Moth
er-Goddess Earth and The Universe plus their offsprings are to sur
vive. This paragraph and the preceding one tell us how we know that 
we all are at ROCK-BOTTOM POINT 3 on The Big Circle and TIME for THE 
MENTAL RESURRECTION and MENTAL LIBERATION of persons, places, and 
things. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

13. Listen to Reason! APROO OONOO, the physical Writer of this 
booklet, is A NATURAL SCIENTIST by Nature, and he is qualified and 
authorized by NOOPOOH (The Mental Writer of this Nine News) to write 
and record and circulate Nine Knowledge to those who want it and al 
so need it for survival, better living, and longer life. Afroo 00

noo is The Writer, Philosopher, and Messenger of NINE-REASON NOOPOOH 
The Original Creator of All The Worlds and The Mental-Spiritual Res
urrectionist of The Mental Dead-- those who are spiritually igno
rant about Almighty Nature and Its laws. Afroo Oonoo by Nature is a 
Scientist of Sound Right Reason (Nine-Reason), Reality, and The Re
surrection of the Mental Dead. You need to know the Writer of this 

booklet not nearly so much as you need to know the correct informa
tion in this presentation. Let it be remembered always and be known! 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE ETHNIC RACE OF BLACK PEOPLE 
AND WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF OUR BLACK SKIN AND OUR KINKY HAIR? 

14. Listen to Reason! Let this Writer first qualify the phrase 
BLACK PEOPLE. There are Black People of different ethnic races. But 
usually, when the phrase BLACK PEOPLE is used by someone, the per
son is referring to people who are members of THE ETHIOPIAN RACE, 
and this is appropriate because: When the Human Races are designat
ed by color, the analysis goes like this -- The Black Race is The 
Ethiopian Race, also called The African Race, The Original Race,The 
Ptahkindoid Race, and The Kinky-Haired Race; The Brown Race is The 
Phoenician Race; The Red Race is The Indian Race; The Yellow Race 
is The Mongolian Race; The White Race is The Caucasian Race,and The 
Colored Race is The Mongreliod Race. Moreover, BLACKNESS of The 
African Race shines like the surface of The Sun and His energies. 
Black skin of other ethnic races can not shine this way,and not sup
pose to, because The Ethiopian Race is DIRECT DESCENDANTS OF THE 
SUN. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

15. Listen to Reason! The PTAH in PTAHkindoid Race in the preced
ing paragraph is pronounced TAR as in UTAH, for the P is silent. 
However, if the pronouncer prefers to silence the T, then the pro
nunciation becomes PAR. Either pronunciation is appropriate, for 
TAR refers to BLACKNESS, and PAR refers to THE STANDARD. From among 
the various names given in this booklet for The African Race, this 
Writer prefers and uses most often the name "ETHIOPIAN RACE," be
cause: At one time ALL OF AFRICA was called ETHIOPIA and The Atlan
tic Ocean was known as THE ETHIOPIAN SEA; moreover, the word Ethio
pian shows close relations to THE COSMOS that The Suns of Absolute 
Nature constitute, and The Ethiopian Race is THE POSTERITY of The 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

RACE, BLACK, AND KINKY CONTINUE 

Suns. To put it another way: The root word of the name ETHIOPIAN is 
ETHER, and Ether (called Sunshine on Planet Earth) is The Energy who 
The Suns produce. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

16. Listen to Reason! So, since Original Ether (Nine-Ether) is in
deed what produced The African Race by way of The Womb of Mother 
Earth called The Source of The Nine River at Lake Victoria on The 
Equator in Africa, it is appropriate that ALL KINKY-HAIRED PEOPLE 
everywhere be called ETHIOPIAN BY RACE. However, words like African 
and Sudanese, Nubian and Egyptian have practically the same meaning 
as ETHIOPIAN, philosophically, because all of these words are LATIN 
or GREEK words translated from an African-Language Word meaning ETH
ER that means BLACK AND SHINING WITH LIFE. It is true that The Pen
man of this booklet is definitely ETHIOPIAN BY RACE, and like all 
other Kinky-Haired People, he is a descendant of NOOPOOH -- The No
venary and Primary Energies of The Suns. KINKY HAIR means KINGLY 
HAIR. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

17. Listen to Reason! NATURAL ETHER is The Universe Power and also 
Principle in Absolute Nature that is LIFE and LIGHT. Natural Ether 
can be The Fire of Growth or The Fire of Decay. Natural Ether is 
Natural Fire that naturally burns whatever or whoever It comes in 
contact with, and this is why when people go out on the beach in the 
Sunshine, they become darker. For Black People, this Sunshine is 
within THE GENES and called MELANIN by mundane scientists and SUN
GENES by.Universe Scientists. And this means that Black People have 
A BUILT-IN SUN in their reproductive and circulatory systems that 
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MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE 

RACE, BLACK, AND KINKY CONTINUE 

produces SUN-GENES that burn the surface of the skin of Black Peo
ple. The difference between The Sun-Genes of Ethiopian-Race Black 
People and Black People of other-ethnic races is this: The Sun-Genes 
of African-Race Black People are originally produced by NINE-ETHER 
SUN-ENERGIES, and The Sun-Genes of other Black People are produced 
by SIX-ETHER SUN-ENERGIES, and this is why The Black Skin of African 
Black People of The Ethiopian Race is supposed to shine, while Black 
Skin of other ethnic races does not~ Nine-Ether originates in the 
top half of The Circle of Existence during the time that the top 
half exists, and Six-Ether generates in the bottom half. And this 
means, of course, that Nine-Ether is more potent and more positive 
scientifically than Six-Ether is, and this is also why The African 
Hair is KINKY and that of other-human races is not. Let it be re
membered and let it be known! 

18. Listen to Reason! Kinky Hair (same as saying Kingly Hair) is a 
symbol of originality in Human Beings, because: When Planet-Goddess 
Earth was orbited from the Sun more than five billion years ago in 
flames, Her surface finally cooled off as Her waters rained from the 
skies. Of course, at this time the atmosphere of Mother Earth was 
extremely potent and positive with heat and humidity. Therefore, in 
order for flesh-and-blood living beings to survive this powerful at 
mosphere of Goddess Earth, they had to have Sun-Genes within them
selves strong enough to offset the Sun-Genes and heat in this atmos
phere of extreme high humidity, and Sun-Genes this strong with heat 
and humidity always kink the hair of the living beings who possess 

. them within, and these original flesh-and-blood living beings first 
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RACE, BLACK, AND KINKY CONTINUE 

born from the waters of Mother-Goddess Earth at the Source of The 
Nile River in Equatorial Africa were GODS AND GODDESSES WITH KINKY 
HAIR BY NATURE who were THE ORIGINAL ANCESTORS AND PROGENITORS of 
The African Black People of The Ethiopian Race. Members of The Eth
iopian Race, this topic tells us why we produce BLACK SKIN BY NATURE 
and grow KINKY HAIR ON OUR HEADS BY NATURE, and why we should be in
deed very proud of both. This topic also tells us why The Ethiopian 
Race's Kinky Hair (being the only HUMAN RACE with Kinky Hair on our 
heads by Nature) has a very important and special meaning, as fur
ther explained in other books entitled tlINTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE 
OF NATURE" also written by Afroo Oonoo -- The Writer and Messenger 
for NoopooH in Noone. Let it be remembered always and be it known! 

WHAT IS OUR TRUE SPIRITUAL SCIENCE AND POSITIVE
 
HISTORY IN THE NATURE OF NATURE
 

19. Listen to Reason! Show this Writer the descendants of The very 
first people on Planet Earth and he will show you THE GROWERS of The 
Planet while they were still in their FIRE FORM as melting down and 
active BRAIN NOOTS (Prime-Moving Brain Acid-Particles), and this 
means that all members of The Ethiopian Race are SYNONOMOUS WITH the 
Original Creator, because The Essences (Nine-Ether) of The Original 
Ancestors and Procreators (Gods and Goddesses) of The Ethiopian Race 
and The Essences (Nine-Ether Creative Energies) of The Original Cre
ator were indeed THE SAME. Therefore, by Nature, The Ethereal and 
Spiritual Science of The African Race is The Original and Creation 
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SCIENCE, HISTORY CONTINUE 

Science of The Universes called NOONE. The African Original Crea
tion Powers of The Universes are properly and scientifically called 
NOOPOOH (pronounced NOO-POO). NoopooH is found in The American Eng
lish Dictionary and in Philosophy as NOUS (pronounced NOOS) , and The 
Original Ethereal and Spiritual Science of Nous (NoopooH) is NOONE 
(pronounced NOON) -- The Ethiopian-Race Science of All The Worlds. 
More about NOUS can be found in the book named "STOLEN LEGACY" by 
George G. M. James found in bookstores. This book and those that 
follow,written by Afroo Oonoo (The Scribe of this Science), are The 
SCIENCE OF SOUND RIGHT REASON known as NOONE. NoopooH is The Orig
inal Mental and Creation Powers of Almighty Nature known as SOUND 
RIGHT REASON. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

20. Listen to Reason! The history of BLACK SLAVERY in The Western 
Hemisphere of Planet Earth is well known by many or even most peo
ple; and by constantly reminding members of The Ethiopian Race about 
their NEGATIVE HISTORY (other than telling ourselves: NEVER FORGET), 
enemies of The African Race hope to perpetuate fear, inferior com
plex, and hopeless and worthless feelings among us. Enough has in
deed been said, written and expressed and shown about our NEGATIVE 
HISTORY, negative thinking, negative 'actions, and negative outlook; 
now racial relatives,let's get on with the obligation, ordeal, and 
task of renewing,re-creating, and reclaiming our positive true cul
ture and positive history like who we are by Nature in The Positive, 
what is our racial potential by Nature in The Positive, what can we 
do right now toward our MENTAL LIBERATION and well-being in The Pos
itive, what we need to know and experience about our POSITIVE SIDE 
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SCIENCE, HISTORY CONTINUE 

for change, progress, and success for better living and longer life, 
and without doubt, in ~ur positive history, we must remind ALL that 
we (The Ethiopian Race) are THE FIRST to give law, order, culture, 
and decorum to the World of Peoples before we ourselves were indeed 
deceived and supplanted by PHYSICAL and SPIRITUAL ENEMIES (negative 
forces and powers of Evolution) whose time it was to rule on Planet 
Earth. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

21. Listen to Reason! Members of The African Race, let's go on and 
forward with MAKING HISTORY (positive history) instead of just talk
ing and reading about our NEGATIVE PAST for the last six thousand 
years, and we can do this by finding and using OUR POSITIVE NATURAL 
POTENTIAL as a human race of Nature, and we can re-create and prac
tice our positive culture by utilizing SOUND RIGHT REASON (also 
called NINE-REASON), The Laws of Nature, and all our natural abili 
ties in general in unity with each other. We Ethiopians-by-Race do 
find our positive history and positive true culture in The Science 
Noone and The African Powers called NOOPOOH -- THE POSITIVE REASON
ABILITY of The Ethiopian Race. THE FUTURE POSITIVE HISTORY of The 
African Race includes giving TRUE CULTURE to The World of Poeples 
again, including decent decorum, Laws of Nature, and the knowledge 
of well-being, to The World of Peoples, although we Africans fell 
victim after that good deed. This time, however, The Circle of Ex
istence is beginning to go UPWARD (our way) instead of DOWNWARD - 
the way that victimizes The Ethiopian Race BY NATURE. Let it be re
membered always and let it be known! 
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WHAT IS OUR TRUE CULTURE 
AND NATURAL HERITAGE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE? 

22. Listen to Reason! When this Author (Afroo Oonoo) uses the word 
CULTURE in this booklet, he means CULTIVATION, mentally, physically, 
and spiritually in the form of Nature Education by Sound Right Rea
son for determining conduct, decorum, and behavior of persons and 
things as a way of life for distinguishing knowledge from ignorance 
and rightness from wrongness, truth from falsehood, justice from in
iquity, honesty from deception, reality from. delusion, Reason from 
belief, et cetera. In other words: TRUE CULTURE is everyday conduct 
and activities of people based upon Absolute Nature, Sound Right 
Reason, and The Laws of Nature as a way of life and death. Let it 
be remembered always and let it be known! 

23. Listen to Reason! Therefore, the pursuit of The Nature of Na
ture and Its laws by way of Nine-Reason via Nature Knowledge, Na
ture Understanding, and Nature Wisdom is The True Culture of The 
African Race also called The Ethiopian Race. The Ethiopian Race' 
CIVILIZED (to use a Caucasian term) the other human races of The 
World before falling victim BY NATURE to the Adverse Forces of Evo
lution -- those that are the enemies of The Ethiopian Race. The 
Negative Forces of Nature that brought The World and its peoples to 
the brink of despair and destruction, morally and otherwise, are not 
of the Nature to pull The Circle of Existence upward instead of 
downward -- NoopooH and Noone must do that with Nature Knowledge and 
Nine Mentality -- The Powers and Science of survival and well-being 
for The Positive. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

24. Listen to Reason! According to what has already been stated 
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in this correct information, of course, NOONE (The Science of Sound 
Right Reason of which this booklet is part) is the beginning of The 
Natural Heritage and Legacy of The Ethiopian Race, because it gives 
Kinky-Haired People what we need for A MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL POWER
BASE to accomplish what we need for survival and well-being as in
dividuals and as a human race. Like our racial relatives on the 
African Continent (The Original Motherland of All Kinky-Haired Peo
ple), Africa and all it has to offer are our heritage too; hence, 
all African descendants who do not live on the land known as Africa 
should connect ourselves to our racial relatives there in a similar 
manner as Jews do with Israel and other Caucasians do with Europe 
and strive for a similar results by UNITY and RELATIVITY. Let it 
be remembered always and let it be known! 

25. Listen to Reason! It is sad indeed how members of all other' 
ethnic races have jewelry stores, companies, and businesses that buy 
and sell very valuable precious stone,precious metals, and precious 
minerals like diamonds, gold, oil, and other very valuable desirable 
substances, but not members of The African Race in The United States 
of America, although our Continent Africa is the richest in MATTERS 
of this sort on Planet Earth. The point is this: African-Americans 
and African descendants everywhere must wake up and help our racial 
relatives in Africa rebuild and reculture Africa and do what should 
be done for the benefits of safety and economic security for us all, 
and this is our NATURAL HERITAGE and POSITIVE LEGACY beginning with 
NOOPOOH and NOONE -- The Powers and Science that bring out the best 

not only in members of The Ethiopian Race but all races. Be it known 
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WHAT	 IS OUR RACIAL POTENTIALITY AND FUTURE 
OUTLOOK IN THE NATURE OF NATURE? 

26. Listen to Reason! According to the Circle of Existence, The 
Ethiopian Race is the only ethnic race capable of compassing (going 
all the way around) the whole Existence Circle, because in the top 
half of The Circle, we exist·as flesh-and-blood Gods and Goddesses, 
and in the bottom half of the same circle, The African Race exists as 
Demi-Gods and Demi-Goddesses and Human Beings -- descendants of the 
flesh-and-blood Gods and Goddesses who exist in the top half during 
the time that the top half of The Circle exists. Therefore, the po
tential ability and capacity of The Ethiopian Race is as limitless as 
flesh-and-blood beings can be. What NoopooH (The African Powers of 
Nature) will do is wake up, develop, and refine our capacities and 
abilities of Nature as they come due, and part of the process of do
ing this is Noone (The Ethereal Science of NoopooH) like this posi
tive information. Hence, we Kinky-Haired People have the potential 
of becoming Demi-Gods(part God and part Human) in the bottom half of 
The Circle of Existence and reach full Godhood in the top half when 
it exists, and the path to this status is upward in MENTALITY, and 
increase in REASONABILITY, standards, and moral values by Sound Right 
Reason and The Laws of Nature. in The Positive. Let it be remembered 
always and let it be known! 

27. Listen to Reason! Without NOOPOOH and NOONE (The Positive Pow
ers and Sciences) of Absolute Nature and The Ethiopian Race, the fu
ture outlook of Kinky-Haired People looks gloomy and indeed full of 
deceit and despair as far as producing and contending in The World 
like other peoples of other races and avoiding the scapegoat role and 
u~derling role among peoples and being the tool ~r adjustable wrench 
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to be used to adjust anything that goes wrong in a society. The time 
has come for Black People (members of The African Race) to stop and 
desist wearing the label of dumbness, laziness, and shiftlessness 
put on us by individuals of other ethnic races and even by us our
selves. The only way we can truly call them wrong is by our works 
to the contrary of their accusations and not just words. Just rhet
oric (talk) can only be blueprint, direction, and guidance for what 
must be accomplished, for action is needed to get the job done. Let 
it be remembered always and let it be known! 

28. Listen to Reason! No person or persons of other human races 

are going to liberate us Kinky-Haired People from the adverse condi
tions that we find ourselves in; we ourselves must do that with Rea
sonability and The Laws of Nature by help of NoopooH and Noone. We 
Kinky-Haired People can count on the same adversities from the same 
enemies of The Ethiopian Race and the same miserable condttions cre
ated by them and us until we embrace Noone and NoopooH -- The Ethio
pian Race's Positive Powers and Science of Almighty Nature that do 
bring out the best in not only The African Race but all peoples. It 
is true that Africa is wherever The African is in his and her RIGHT 
MIND, and that Right Mind is THE RESURRECTED AND LIBERATED MIND by 
NoopooH and Noone. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 
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IS RACISM A FACT OF LIFE BY NATURE 
OR IS IT CAUSED BY OTHER NATURE-OF-MAN MOTIVES? 

29. Listen to Reason! The answer to this question is BOTH, because 
the answer depends on WHAT KIND of racism the person has in mind. 

The fact that Nature produced VARIOUS HUMAN RACES who look different 
and have different natures presupposes (suggests) RACISM which is 
simply the natural honor, support, and respect a person has for his 
or her own kind while recognizing and respecting the natural rights 
of other people of other ethnic races to do the same. There is no
thing wrong with EQUAL RACISM, because racism exists by Nature in 
fact whether we like it or not. It is ONE-SIDED RACISM that is dia
bolical and wrong and will eventually destroy those who promulgate 
(preach) it and practice it. Those transgressors of Nature's laws 
will be destroyed by The Laws of Nature in Nature's processes of 
balancing.dffindividuals,societies of individuals, nations of indi
viduals, and races of individuals. Let it be remembered always and 
let it be known! 

30. Listen to Reason! A one-sided racist believes that he or she 
is SOMEONE SPECIAL by DIVINITY or GREATER MENTALITY or BOTH and is 
thereby a privileged person over other peoples of other racial pros
teries, and it is true that this position may exist TEMPORARILY like 
it already has, because it is also true that there are Spirit Beings 
who aid and abet one-sided racism, and this activity was a feature 
of The Moon Cycle -- The Cycle of Forgiveness and Mercy and no holds 
barred. It is likewise true that if The RUling Spirit Beings of our 
Planet Earth favor a particular group, nation, or race of people, 
those people favored will surpass others in their endeavors, mental-
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ly, spiritually, and economically during the time of their favored 
dominion, because Spirit Beings are PROGRAMMERS and CONTROLLERS of 
persons, places, and things. Then too, Evolution itself shows favo
ritism in its processes of changes in Matter for worse. Therefore, 
the race of people best of at the beginning of Evolution will indeed 
be worst of at the end of Evolution, and that ethnic race is defi
nitely The Ethiopian Race, and this means that Negative Evolutionary 
Forces of Nature automatically created enemies of The African Race 
by Nature. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

31. Listen to Reason! Therefore, the answer to the question -- "IS 
RACISM A FACT OF LIFE BY NATURE or IS IT CAUSED BY OTHER NATURE-OF
MAN MOTIVES?" follows: The answer is BOTH. If a person believes in 
ONE-SIDED RACISM, the God whom he or she believes in supports that po
sition, and the evil person may also be driven by hate and the powers 
of The Spirit Dead called NEGROMACY that emanates from The God whom 
he or she believes in. Moreover, the one-sided racist may be driven 
not only by hate and necromacy (powers of the dead) but also by need, 
greed, or desire for material wealth and easy living plus an oppres
sive nature which is indicative and typical of THE SPIRIT DEAD upon 
those they disfavor or dislike. The foregoing correct information 
constitutes THE EVIL RELIGIOUS SPELL Caucasians sometimes tell mem
bers of The Ethiopian Race that they are CURSED WITH; and it is not 
THE SUN BLACK SKIN and KINKY HAIR, because these are QUALITIES OF SU
PERIORITY in Human Beings, but what is surely but unfortunately miss-I 
ing for members of The Ethiopian Race which will make us EQUAL with 
members of other Human Races is OUR SOUND RIGHT REASONABILITY, and 
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NoopooH (who is Sound Right Reason also called Nine-Reason) is now 
returning from THE CENTERS OF UNIVERSE ORBS like The Sun, Earth, and 
Moon in its POSITIVENESS in the form of POSITIVE ATMOSPHERE and NINE 
MENTALITY. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

32. Listen to Reason! The preceding correct information about evil 
spells and curses is THE NEGATIVE NEWS but THE NICE NEWS (Nine and 
Positive News) is this: Now that The Moon Cycle (marking the end of 
The Virgo Cycle) is over and The Sun Cycle (marking the beginning of 
The Libra Cycle) is starting, it is true that persons, places, and 
things by Laws of Nature have begun to balance off and balance out 
for better in THE REVOLUTION CYCLE rather than for worse as it was 
in THE EVOLUTION CYCLE, and THE UPWARD BETTER-BALANCE TREND will in
deed continue INDEFINITELY, that is to say, until The Ethiopian Race 
reaches TIP-TOP OF TH~ EXISTENCE CIRCLE AGAIN in the persons of The 
Flesh-and-Blood Gods and Goddesses from whom The African Race surely 
descended from. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

33. Listen to Reason! While on race relations, let this Scientist 
of Nine Knowledge inject this note: When an ethnic race is an under
ling to other human races, the women of that oppressed race be used 
as SEXUAL DUMPING GROUNDS by any male who calls himself a human be
ing. This social evil is not only degrading to the females of the 
race but the race as whole, and in the case of The Ethiopian Race, 
it destroys the purity, dignity, and respect for our race. For ex
ample: It has been said that if a Caucasian person has the equiva
lent of one drop of African-Race Blood in his or her veins,that per-
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son is not Caucasian and will not be accepted as a member of The Cau 
casian Race. This means that, whether it be a Black Man and Caucas
ian Woman or a White Man and Black Woman, their offspring will have 
to go for Black, because he or she (if background is known) will not 
be accepted in the Caucasian Race, no matter how Caucasian the mixed 
offspring might look -- this is destruction or genecide of our eth~ 

nic race by MISCEGENATION, because the racially mixed person will be 
forced to become a member of THE ETHIOPIAN RACE by one-sided rejec
tion by the Caucasian Race and one-sided acceptation by- The Eth~opi
an Race. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

34. Listen -to Reason! We Ethiopian-Race Males must teach our women 
and younger females to be SEXUAL DUMPING GROUNDS neither for Caucas
ian men nor men of other ethnic races and teach them WHY it is not 
in the best interests of The African Race, mentally, spiritually, 
morally, and physically, and we Ethiopian-Race Males must guide them 
by setting examples for them as well as educating them on the wrong
nesses of miscegenation and interracial mixing, sexually. The sexu
al dumping on OUR BEAUTIFUL BLACK RACE must stop and desist, if we 
Black People of African Descent are to survive as a race with digni
ty and definite identity which is OUR KINKY HAIR and OUR SUN-SHINY 
BLACK SKIN when we are in our purity. The practice of ONE-SIDED and 
HATE-MONGERING RACISM is wrong, evil, and will be destroyed by The 
Laws of Nature in their balancing processes for better standards of 
living, now that The Libra Cycle for Liberation and Justice are here 
and active. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 
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WHAT IS LIFE AND WHAT IS DEATH 

AND IS THERE LIFE AFTER DEATH? 

35. Listen to Reason! Some people are taught to believe that each 

time a person is born, he or she has A NEW SOUL who never existed 

before -  this is not true - but what is true is that the baby just 

born has A NEW BODY that never existed before, and the new body must 

produce life for itself if is to continue to live after birth. THE 

UMBILICAL CORD of the mother provides life for the embryo and fetus 

during the gestation period before the infant is born. It is not an 

individual spirit being called A SOUL that keeps the body alive, be

cause Spirit Beings survive on the food and blood of the living body 

themselves. In other words, it is just THE OPPOSITE of what Relig

ionists teach - instead of Spirit Beings being the lives of people, 

people are the lives of Spirit Beings, because LIFE ITSELF IS INDEED 

A BURNING. The burning can be conscious or unconscious, construc

tive or destructive. There exist THE LIFE OF LIFE and THE LIFE OF 

DEATH. The Life of Life exists in the top half of The Circle of Ex

istence during the time that the top half exists, and The Life of 

Death has being in the bottom half of the same circle. Like life, 
death lives, otherwise it could not be active and reverse life. Let 
it be remembered always and let it be known! 

36. Listen to Reason! Life springs from AN ACID BASE and is per

petuated (continued) by that acid base. Of course, acids burn, so 

hence, LIFE IS A BURNING, like the acid in a car battery is the life 
of the car. The car is made active by GAS BURNING, and the person 

is made active by BLOOD BURNING. BRAIN NOOTS that create BRAINS from 

other matter are ACID PARTICLES that produce MIND and REASON ENERGY 

who carry out the creation work of Brain Noots who are called THE 
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PRIME-MOVER. When a baby is born, .the attending physician or mid~ 

wife makes sure that the infant is BREATHING, and if it is not inhal
ing and exhaling, the baby gets a spanking to excite and activate the 
brain and. nervous systems into action, because otherwise, the child 
will die, unless it is stillborn (born dead), already. When the ba
by actively starts to breathe, the oxygen (air) it breathes goes to 
the lungs, and acid in the blood in its lungs burns the oxygen the 
child breathes, and THAT BURNING IS NATURAL ELECTRICITY called ETHER 
which is LIFE. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

37. Listen to Reason! When The Natural Electricity (Ether who is 
The Burning) reaches the brain, it lights up THE BRAIN like a bulb, 
then the person not only has LIFE but CONSCIOUSNESS with that life, 
because he or she can then see, feel, taste, hear, and smell. There
fore, a person sees, feels, tastes, hears, and smells with his or 
her mental organ (the Brain), the organ of consciousness, by way of 
the nervous systems of the brain. The brain stays alive with the or
gan of oxygen (the lungs) and the organ of blood (the heart) which 
the brain grew for its survival. Marrow of the bones, the spinal 
cord, and the nervous systems of a person or thing are extensions, 
roots, and branches of the brain of a being. Of course, the nervous 
systems of a person are found throughout the physical person. Then 
too, there is nothing mysterious about THE BREATH OF LIFE, for it is 
OXYGEN. The point is this: When THE BURNING STOPS that is THE END of 
that individual's personal LIFE, because THE PURPOSE OF THE BODY is 
to provide the conditions necessary for THE BURNING (that is life), 
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and when it fails to do that,_ LIFE ENDS. In addition, the purpose of 
the body is to continue life and be the tool that the brain uses for 
survival and support, pleasure and pain. Let it be remembered al
ways and let it be known! 

38. Listen to Reason! Like the engine of a car gives off (exhausts) 
CARBON MONOXIDE, the lungs of a person gives off CARBON DIOXIDE. Car
bon is residue of a BURNT substance or gas. The point is this: An 

individual inhaling OXYGEN and exhaling CARBON DIOXIDE is EVIDENCE 
of BURNING taking place in the lungs and throughout the circulatory 
system of a living person, and this is why the body of a living per
son is WARM and that of a dead person is COLD. Open your mouth and 
blow your breath on the back of your hand and feel how warm it is, 
and you will know that burning is taking place -- oxygen being burnt 
by blood and creating NATURAL ELECTRICITY called NATURAL ETHER which 
is LIFE. Then too, what about that STAtIC ELECTRICITY that causes 

clothes to cling to body -- this is further proof that life is in
deed NATURAL ELECTRICITY known as NATURAL ETHER who is the life of 
all living persons and things in one degree or another throughout 
The Universes. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

39. Listen to Reason! Death is also A BURNING. But, whereas life 
is a burning for construction and growth, death is a burning for de
struction and decay, that is to say, LIFE AND DEATH ARE CERTAINLY 
OPPOSITE PROCESSES. Death is a burning, too, because death lives, 
and this is why death is active and rules the bottom half of The Cir
cle of All Existence. As already stated, life is a burning (Natural 
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Electricity called Natural Ether), and when that burning stops, that 
is THE END OF LIFE, and death starts as A REVERSE BURNING which may 
be called A COLD BURNING, that is to say, the undoing of what life 
has done. At death or just before death of a person or thing, the 
Spirit Being (or Spirit Beings) who possessed (was incarnate in) the 
person during his or her gestation period in his mother's womb or be
came incarnate at birth of the person takes leave from the dying or 
dead person or thing and seeks refuge elsewhere, most likely become 
incarnate in another person or thing, and this transmigration of what 
is called SOULS or SPIRITS from body to body is known as METEMPSYCHO
SIS in the American English Dictionary. This is what actually does 
happen at death of a person or thing, but there is no individual per
sonal spirit or soul that goes on beyond the death of the body. The 
spirits who become incarnate in people existed already in time imme
morial. The purpose of the body is to produce the burning (life),and 
when the burning ends life ends, because the condition that keeps the 
burning going is among the organs of the body and not outside. Let 
it be remembered always and let it be known! 

40. Listen to Reason! Of all the various kinds of life that can ex
ist, the most vital one next to physical life for a person is MENTAL 
LIFE which includes spiritual life. Mental. life is knowing who self 
is by Race and by Nature, knowing who others are by Race and by Na
ture, and knowing who Absolute Nature is ·by Laws and by Reason, that 
is to say, by Ethereal and Scientific Knowledge about Almighty Na
ture. Of all the various kinds of death that can exist, the most 
devastating one next to physical death of people is MENTAL DEATH that 
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surely includes spiritual death. Mental death is just THE OPPOSITE 
of mental life. Victims and- sufferers of MENTAL DEATH ARE THE MENTAL 
DEAD who this booklet and other books called "INTRODUCTION TO THE 
NATURE OF NATURE," written by Afroo Oonoo, are designed to help MEN
TALLY RESURRECT AND LIBERATE from the adverse forces of mental death 
of people. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

WHAT AND WHERE IS THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSES 
AND THE PERSONS, PLACES, AND THINGS THEREOF? 

, 41. Listen to Reason! The Creator did not just create some persons 
and things at the beginning of life and order and then stop creat
ing, because He and She are still creating, and the way They created 
persons and things originally is the same way They still dO,and that 
way is BY GROWING THEM. Creating does not mean making SOMETHING 
FROM NOTHING (which is impossible); creating means formulating and 
forming, constructing, building, manufacturing, composing, consti 
tuting, generating, concentrating, or growing persons, places, or 
things from Matter or material already existing. THE CREATOR IS ALL 
SPACE, ALL MATTER, AND ALL TIME and that is ALL NATURE. The Space 
of Nature is Infinite Vacuum; The Matter of Nature is anything and 
everything that occupy Space, and The Time of Nature is the continu
ation of the existence of Infinite Vacuum and Infinite Matter. Note 
that the true and Nature-Science definition of Matter is: The Writer 
repeats -- "ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING THAT OCCUpy SPACE." When a per-
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son reasons out and rationally analyzes this definition of Matter, 
he or she comes to know that MATTER IS THE ALMIGHTY together with 
Space and Time. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

42. Listen to Reason! Matter is The Al.ighty and The Creator is in 
The Almighty. The Creator is in ALL MATTER in one degree or another, 
that is to say, in various degrees. In Nature-Universe Science, THE 
PRIME-MOVER in Matter is called BRAIN-NOOTS. The Prime-Mover is THE 
FIRST PARTICLES OF MATTER to make THE FIRST MOVE toward putting a 
person, place, or thing into creation order, and Universe Scientists 
label these particles "BRAIN-NOOTS."Brain Noots create, meaning, 
grow BRAINS, and as Brain Matter accumUlates and consolidates, it 
produces energy called MIND AND REASON, and Reason uses mind and al
so other energies in Matter, as well as Itself, to grow persons and 
things. What causes the Prime-Mover (Brain-Noots) to move toward 
formula, life, and order are the proper conditions, Laws of Nature, 
and the cycle in season suitable for the being who is to come into 
life, form, and system as an entity. These requirements and princi
ples of Nature hold true whether the entity is going to be one of 
the largest organisms of Nature like a Universe or some of the small 
est like bacteria. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

43. Listen to Reason! BRAIN NOOTS (The Creator via The Energy Rea
son) ARE IN ALL MATTER throughout Infinite-Absolute Nature. Brain 
Noots are MICROSCOPIC and MACROSCOPIC, meaning, a person can neither 
see them with the naked eyes nor with a microscope, but we can hear 
with them, smell with them, taste with them, feel with them (physi-
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cally and emotionally), and see dreams and visions with them. The 
understanding of this topic explains why there are countless differ
ent living creatures and organisms on and in Planet Earth that NO 
GOD SOME PLACE IN THE SKY would ever think about creating or indeed 
ever care about creating, and this means that the Matter of Absolute 
Nature is All there ever was, All there is, and All there ever will 
be, meaning, MATTER IS THE ALMIGHTY FOREVER together with Space and 
Time. Matter, by way of Its B!ain Noots and Reason, is The Creator, 
ETERNALLY. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE RESURRECTION 
ACCORDING TO NArURE SCIENCE? 

44. Listen to Reason! Any intelligent person can reason out that 
there is no such thing that one day the bodies of all physically 
dead people are going to rise from their graves and other resting 
places and take on form and life, again. To start with, that is 
against The Laws of Nature which require physical living beings to 
go through the gestation, birth, and growth ~rocesses to have mater
ial being that is for real and not an illusion. And furthermore, 
even if a physical resurrection could and would happen, there would 
not be enough room on Planet Earth to hold all human bodies that ex
isted, going back to the beginning of Evolution and Death 18 million 
years ago. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

45. Listen to Reason! According to Nine-Nature Science (The Phi-
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losophy of NoopooH), like Planet Earth has four major seasons, the 
same is true for The Circle of Existence (All Existence in General)-
see FORM ONE in the foreword topic of this booklet. As All of Nature 
exists one degree at a time on The Existence Circle, Its circular 
changes in ALL MATTER turn COUNTERCLOCKWISE, the turn of order and 
opposite to the hands of a clock, and when Absolute Nature arrives at 
POINT 3 SOUTH (see Form One again) from POINT 6 WEST on the left of 
The Circle, It has finished The Winter Cycle of The Universes and 
then begins to enter The Spring Cycle of The Universes of Almighty 
Nature. So, going beyond Point 3 South counterclockwise calls for 
The Nine-Ether-Mentality Energy of The Universe-Spring Cycle to wake 
up and start to emanate from the centers of The Suns, like Spring sap 
emanates from the roots of trees and plants after Winter, and this 
Nine Energy reaches the centers of The Planets and Satellites of The 
Solar Systems of The Universe, and the Planets and Satellites begin 
to permeate energies MORE POSITIVE than before, and THE MENTAL RESUR
RECTION of persons, places, and things has begun together with The 
Universe Orbs. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

46. Listen to Reason! Now that The Universe Orbs and Bodies like 
The Sun, Earth, and Moon are decreasing in Si~-Ether Energy and Mind 
and increasing in Nine-Ether Energy and Mentality, someone has to 
herald and usher in this change from Universe Winter (The Evolution 
Cycle) to Universe Spring (The Revolution Cycle) -- see Forms One and 
Two in the foreword topic -- and that someone is APROO OONOO, The 
Writer and Messenger of NOOPOOH whose Science is NOONE like the cor
rect information in this presentation. NoopooH is The Original Crea-
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THE RESURRECTION CONTINUES 

tor and The Original Prime-Mover of The Universes and is also Resur
rectionist of The Mental Dead. THE MENTAL DEAD are all peoples and 
persons of peoples who are ignorant about the basic Ethereal Know
ledge of Absolute Nature and The Laws of Nature as verified by SOUND 
RIGHT REASON (NoopooH) and Positive Nine-Science (Noone). Let it be 
remembered always and let it be known! 

*	 47. Listen to Reason! There is something this Writer wishes indeed 
to clarify before closing this topic: Whereas the four seasons call
ed Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter of Planet Earth may deal main
ly with weather, temperature, and vegetation changes, the four sea
sons of ALL EXISTENCE (All of Nature) likewise deal with changes in 
mentality, morals, standards, abilities, qualities, and values of 
Almighty Nature IN SEASONAL WAYS as pertaining to persons, places, 
and things. Therefore, THE RESURRECTION IS MENTAL instead of physi
cal in the sense that dead bodies will rise from physical graves. 
The Resurrection is peoples mentally awakening and rising from the 
graves of ignorance and deception about Almighty Nature and Its Laws 
and learning what WE HUMAN BEINGS ~ust know and do. in order to live 
in physical safety and economic security plus peace and contentment. 
Reader and also Listener alike, try to be one of those who learn Na
ture Knowledge, advocate it, and practice it, for this means that 
you are indeed rising from the grave of MENTAL DARKNESS, despair,and 
deception toward a longer and better life, and will survive ARMAGED
DON -- THE CLIMAX WAR between rightness and wrongness, knowledge and 
ignorance, truth and falsehood, honesty and deception, justice and 
iniquity, lawfulness and lawlessness, balance and imbalance,positive 
culture and negative culture. Let it be remembered always and known! 
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48. Listen to Reason! Since Nine-Nature Science is not just a lot 
of beautiful words and fictitious rhetoric, and since Positive Na
ture Knowledge is not just more delusion and deception that peoples 
like to be victimized by, but Reality and Reason instead, it seems 
to be more difficult for people to be attracted to POSITIVE NATURE 
SCIENCE which is correct information, knowledge, and truth. More
over, fear of the unknown, evil spells and curses of The Negative 
Forces of Nature, and fear of the new and untried, repel people of 
NEGATIVE NATURE and cause them to be suspicious and superstition of 
Ni~e Knowledge as in this booklet. It can be said then that some 
people are susceptible to Nine Science and others are not. However, 
this booklet is designed and dedicated to be a springboard to deeper 
and greater knowledge of Absolute Nature via this liberation and 
resurrection information. This correct information is THE PREPARA
TION PRESENTATION required to help you simplify and understand the 
writings of the books called "INTRODUCTION TO THE NATURE OF NATURE" 
also written by AFROO OONOO, The Philosopher, Writer, and Messenger 
of NoopooH (NOO-POO) and Noone (NOON) -- The Ethiopian-Race Powers 
and Positive Science of All The Worlds. Let it be remembered always 
and let it be known! 

49. Listen to Reason! Reader and Listener to the Reader of this 
message, it is not important whether you know the Writer well, bare
ly, or none at all personally; but what is important, and very im
portant, is that you KNOW WHAT HE WRITES, because his writings are 
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designed, dedicated, and obligated by Nature to bring individuals, 
groups of individuals, nations of individuals, and races of individ
uals UP TO DATE in Ethereal Science, true culture knowledge and also 
standards, where we all are on The Circle of Existence, and the time 
it is to do what by Nature. But here is one thing the Reader needs 
to know about the Writer of this Nine News: It is so that ~e is a 
member of The Ethiopian Race by Nature. Where we all are is at 
MOONSET AND SUNRISE IN THE NATURE OF NATURE and it is time to RISE 
FROM THE MENTAL DEAD and take our places in THE LIGHTHOUSE AND POWE 
HOUSE OF THE SUN. Let it be remembered always and let it be known! 

THE HELIX HAIR 

THE SOLENOID
 

THE ETHIOPIAN-RACE SYMBOL
 
OF ORIGINALITY, POWER, UNIQUENESS, AND IDENTITY
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POSTSCRIPT 

In the top half of The Circle of Existence where Ethiopian-Race 
Ancestry exists as FLESH-AND-BLOOD GODS AND GODDESSES during 
the time that the top half exists, these Gods and Goddesses in
deed have SUNSHINY JET-BLACK SKIN and ALL of their hair is HE
LIX (Helio, Sun) HAIR, shaped like a spring, spiral, and sole
noid like the hair of The Suns. 

In the bottom half of The Existence Circle, the descendants of 
these Gods and Goddesses (The Ethiopian Race) have SOME HELIX 
HAIR among and mixed with other shapes including the cipher (0) 
and the other nine (9) numerals and digits. 

Therefore, THE SOLENOID SYMBOL IS THE APEX (top shape and form) 
of Ethiopian-Race hair configuration toward which SPIRAL our 
WOOLLY-HAIR will continue to grow, until it is completely HELIX' 
again; but for now We Africans are called THE NUMBERS RACE, be
cause we grow THE NUMERALS (the cipher and nine digits) on our 
heads BY NATURE. Of course, SUN-HELIX HAIR IS ALSO KINKY HAIR. 

The gist of the matter is this: The Gods and Goddesses that The 
African Race originated from had SUNSHINY JET-BLACK SKIN and 
TIGHTLY-TWISTED HELIX HAIR (Helio Hair, Sun Hair), and these 
physical qualities plus roundness, as well as their spiritual, 
moral, and mental standards, qualities, values, abilities, and 
capacities are THE SUMMIT GOALS that POSITIVE MEMBERS of The 
Ethiopian Race will be moving upward toward automatically as by 
cycle, that is to say, by Nature as The Existence Circle indeed 
revolves back upward on the right side. Let it be remembered 
always and let it be known! 
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